
Hi, I'm Sabela
 I am an artist, entrepreneur and
co-creator of experiences.  My
natural talent is bringing people
together so they can get inspired,
have fun and discover a new
world beyond limitations. 

Get a glimpse of a few things I am
currently doing in the next pages.



Painting Sessions
We can arrange painting sessions for
a group of people / employees. These
pictures are from one of the
workshops I run this year at
Kliemannsland with 30 participants. 

There are different activities and
prompts so people can interact, have
fun and release blockages. 

Materials and space are never a
problem. We can paint with crayons,
charcoals, acrylics...



Art x Dinner



Art x Dinner
I host food experiences together with
partner chefs in which art and food
come together. 

We are able to go on a journey .where
all our senses are put to test on the
course of a meal. We will not only
delight your palate but also put your
creativity juices into practice between
one dish and the next one. 

The theme for this last private hosted
dinner was "a walk in the forest"



Mural Work



Mural work
Empty walls at offices, restaurants,
bars... any space in where people come
and go are the best spots to inspire or
deliver a message. 

There is more to say by making the
whole space attractive, engaging and
fun. 

These pictures are a job for the
company Superluminar in Hamburg.



Crunch x Brunch
In collaboration with Jonathan, fitness
trainer and chef, we offer together an
all-rounder day including sport activities,
cooking a meal together and painting
exercises. 

*CHARITY BONUS
You can also sponsor us and pay the
materials so we go to associations like KIDS
HH e.V. to deliver those emotional
experiences to the ones that need it the most
and have less resources.
More info here.

https://www.gofundme.com/f/community-events-emotional-experiences


Off site team events
Creating magical experiences is one of
my innate skills. If you are looking to
create a full all-in experience for a group
of people I am happy to talk about your
wishes.

 I have hosted events in many locations
in and around Hamburg. If you trust me,
I am able to  make yours unforgettable.
:)



Self- care package 
Surprise! I am the founder of a CBD
company: Art District. Have your heard
about the many benefits of plant
medicine, in particular of hemp?

 I love talking about ways to keep
healthy and achieve body-mind balance.  
My aim is to show people the many ways
there are to help them relax, calm and
find focus. 

CBD with sports and/or painting is a
great combo. Either to regenerate after
a session or to find flow.



PAINTING SESSIONS / EVENTS

References

MURAL WORK 

CHARITY PARTNERS



I am a very flexible and creative mind
and love to be challenged. 

Whenever you wish to arrange
something with me together, drop me a
line. Happy to chat with you and make it
happen! 

sabelagcc@hotmail.com 

Let's stay connected

sabela_garcia_cuesta

You are also welcome to follow here my journey

https://www.instagram.com/sabela_garcia_cuesta/

